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Mr. Samuel Chilk N N [.s
Secretary h. ./

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H St. NW
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir:

A notice appearing in 45 FR 18023 stated that the NRC was
revising radiological protection policy because o'f numerous petitions,
the recommendations of national and international bodies, and the
conclusions of the Interagency Task Force on Ionizing Radiation.

Because Jeannine Honicker is one of the petitioners requesting
changes in radiation standards, she has requested that our comments
on the proposed revision which were prepared by Ethos Research Grong
and submitted by PLENTY on June 16, 1980 in accordance with the normal
comment proceedure, be submitted for inclusion with the record in
the NRC rulemaking concerning her petition.

Enclosed for your file on the Honicker petition is a copy of
our comments and the attachments thereto. I would appreciate it if
you would notify Mr. Leo Slaggie of this addition to the record.

Sinecrely yours,

Oswl-- b1
Albert Bates
Project Director
Honicker Staff
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BEFORE THE UNITED STATES-j
; NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

THE GENETIC IMPLICATIONS OF INFORMED CONSENT

.

Comment of Albert Bates

Ethos Research Group '

,

For PLENTY, Summertown, TN 38483

On Proposed Revisions to 10 CFR 20

The revision of 10 CFR 20, which sets the standards for radiation
protection activities for Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) licensees is
- long overdue. In the setting of those guidelines, the NRC has a unique and

, ' important responsibility. While organizations such as the International
1 Commission on Radiation Protection-(ICRP), the United Nations (UNSCEAR), the

'

' National Academy of Sciences (BEIR), and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) have'important insights to offer in the design of a radiation protection
philosophy, the NRC must ultimately set the standards "in concrete and steel"'

and bear the duties and obligations of the government of.the United States to
,

citizens, foreign nationals, and state and foreign governments. The Cgngress
has left-general policy in this area to the NRC to set as it sees fit.1 The
Supreme Court has _ ordered the judicial branch to defer to the assumed .

expertise of the executive agency and not to intervene.2 Upon the NRC, I-

therefore. falls the burden of setting a policy which recognizes ahd protects->

] the civil and human rights of people throughout the world, over vast time-
,

spans involving unpredictable population patterns and uncertain technical i

sciences.-

In setting standards the NRC must take into account the body of inter-
national human rights law, including, but not limited to, the United States
Constitution, the United Nations charter, declarations, and covenants, the4

'

Helsinki Agreement, the Teheran Proclamation,-the American Declaration of the
Rights and. Duties of Man, the Nuremberg Principles, and other human rights
conventions and treaties.3 For this reason, PLENTY, an international-

non-profit charitable relief and development corporation, providing human
rights expertise'as a Non-Governmental Organization to the United Nations,
has commissioned Ethos Research Group.to provide PLENTY's recommendations to
the NRC' staff in the, development of radiation protection policy.
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I. NRC's STATEMENT OF PURPOSE*

.

Adequate Protection
i

\ In its opening paragraph, the proposed revision would state as a
general purpose that NRC standards should "pr, ovide adequate protection of
the health and safety of workers, individual members of the public and the
p'opulation in general." The exi ting regulatory wording has the purpose
of the regulations to " establish standards for protection against radiation

'

hazards . . . "

A troublesome change of wording in the revision is " adequate protection."
Other words which have had similarly troublesome application are " acceptable
protection," " acceptable degrees of risk," " reasonable assurance of protection,"
and like usages. The problem with these terms lies in their ambiguity; what is
" adequate," or " acceptable," or " reasonable" in terms of radiation protection
for populations?

In a speech in Knoxville, Tennessee, on April 8,.1980, Commissioner i

Joseph M. Hendrie lamented:

"Our statute says that we shall regulate in a manner that provides
adequate protection for the public health and safety and then offers
no further guidance on what that is to mean. Over the years we have
developed a substantial body of regulations and staff guidance docu-
ments, generally prescriptive in nature, that we believe constitute in
sum a definition of adequate protection. But we have never managed over
the years to resolve the philosophical problem of regulating an evolving
new technology against a safety standard that seems to set a single
relatively inflexible line . . .Also it is clear that a more quantitative !

|description of what constitutes adequate protection would be a benefit
to us and to those who have to meet that standard . . . The guidance we
have had from Congress in assorted hearings over the years, going back
to the beginning of regulation as a separate staff function of the Atomic ,

Energy Commission, has ranged from a view that any new requirement is too '

much to a view that everything is not enough, and all shades in between. I
We continue to receive from the various Subcommittees of the Congress that

'

instruct us a spectrum of views that broad."4
l

On several separate occasions in 1951, the AEC met to discuss the potential ;

radiological safety hazards of continental nuclear weapons tests. At a meeting !

of the Commission on April 30, 1951, the possibility that underground tests in
the continental United States would create unacceptable radiological hazards
was discussed. Because of the uncertainties of the weapons sciences at that
time and the priorities of the military in national defense, the AEC reluctantly
agreed to tests of devices, on the order of one kiloton, underground. However,
at the vigorous urging of the Department of Defense (DoD), within a few months I

time the AEC had capitulated to atmospheric tests, of greater magnitude and of
more severe radiological impact, involving combat troops and civilian exposures,
and even providing for deliberate over-exposure should the shot commanders de-
mand that. This decision came in spite of the fact that the ICRP and NCRP had,
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in 1951, formally adopted the "no-threshold" hypothesis and the AEC had set
a standard for its own (informed and consensual) occupationai exposures at a
fraction of that which it allowed for (deceived and . involuntary) exposures of

f~ Nevada Test Site was deemed by AEC " adequate". Yet, some thirty years later
troops.5 On balance with the foreseen defense need, the protection at the

many of the participants and civilian radiation victims do not regard the pro-
tection of that era as having been '! adequate" and there is a body of current
Congressional and technical reports to support this view.6

What is " adequate protection"? Is it a definable term? Does the definition
of " adequate protection" remain unchanged over time? If not, are future persons
bearing genetic injuries " adequately protected" by the standards at the time of
the radiation impact or release? Are not future peoples entitled to a standard
of " adequacy" of their own devise?

A less equivocating statement of purpose would merely state " protection"
as a goal of regulation. " Protection" implies neither absolute protection nor
de minimus protection. It is the plain and simple purpose of the standards to
protect. Therefore, let us not equivocate from the outset.

|
Readily Inspectable

To ensure enforcement, the NRC staff proposes that the standards should
be easily amenable to compliance verification by inspection; that the regula-
tions should be "readily inspectable and enforceable."

This policy reveals a lack of appreciation for the potential hazards of
radiation at low levels--below natural background. The statement in the proposal
is that of someone who is trying to enforce a standard and wanting the job to
be a little easier rather than that of someone who fully understands the nature
of radiation and desires to provide thorough-going protection from #nvoluntary
exoposures or consequences. ,

The job of monitoring harmful levels of radiation may not always be easy,
although it may ue considerably easier than measuring other environmental toxins.

# By way of example, suppose that the Commission wanted the assurance that work-
place exposures would not cause unrepaired marrow damage in workers. Human stu-
dies of marrow damage at low doses of radiation are not available, so extrapo-
lation from radiation tests on laboratory animals would be required. Recent labor-
atory work (see enclosure 1) indicates that rats sustain chronic and unrepaired
marrow damage from 150 mR single exposures and possibly from lower cumulative
exposures.

If marrow damage can be expected at single dose levels of 150 mR, then .

levels of emissions well below natural background may have to be measured in |

the workplace. (The suggestion that below background levels may have deleterious )
effects on health is consisten' with the most recent BEIP Report.8) Yet, measure- ;
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' ments in this range--0.003 to 0.01 mR/hr--are .M what one would call "readily
inspectable."

{
Summary of Purpose '

! Both the terms " adequate protection" and "readily inspectable" can be
dropped from the statement of purpose, since they are non-essential to the
general purpose for having standards. A suggested restatement is:.

The NRC standards for protection against radiation should identify
specific quantifiable and procedural requirements, and their bases, that
will provide protection of the health and safety of workers, individual
members of the public, and the general population of present and future
eras. HRC standards should be consistent with the applicable federal
radiation protection guidance and include consideration of work of recog-
nized national and international advisory organizations. The standards
should be structured in a manner that is easily understood and can be
readily revised to accomodate legislative and technical changes as necessary.

II. ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

Assumptions .

For a number of years now, including most of post-World War II period, the
federal government has assumed that radiation at low doses was without threshold
for effect and that the degree of effect in humans at low doses was linearly
proportional to the effects observed at high doses in laboratory animals. The
underlying rationale for making this assumption of a linear dose-response func-
tion was to take the most conservative stance to provide the maximum protection
for the public health. .

This original rationale has vanished in the last decade. There is now a con-
siderable body of scientific literature--theoretical, experimental, and epidem- !

ological--which argues variously for a linear relationship, a sublinear rela- |

tionship and a superlinear relationship in the range of exposures well below that
level at which absolute proof is ever likely to occur.9

The rationale which has supplanted the original is that s'ince radiation
has demonstrated differing response curves according to the character of the
radiation, exposure, and the tissue exposed, and suce some radiation is linear,
some sublinear, and some superlinear, it is reasonable for prediction purposes
at average, mixed-chara cter dose-levels from which the function is unknown, to
assume a linear hypothesis.

It is both reasonable and conservative to assume that radiation is with-
out threshold between dose and the probability of an effect. But the assumption
of linearity, while reasonable, is not necessarily conservative. To attempt to
take the most conservative stance now, in the 1980's, one would have to assume
that all levels of radiation--even extremely low levels within the range of
background--contribute to all non-accidentally induced morbidity and mortality.
Therefore a most-conservative statement of dose resoonse might be: the maximum
effect of any increment of radiation over that already existing in the environ-
ment is that it will be fatal to someone. Actually, this merely restates the
existing rule in a more readily cognizable fashion. -

-4--
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A basic assumption not discussed in the proposed revision is the
assumption that genetic injury occurs in humans. As has been frequently-

stated by f4RC publications,10 genetic effects have not been observed in
studies of exposed humans. However this is due more to a longer regenera-
tion rate in the human population (20 to 50 years) than strictly to the
absence of an effect. In 1976, the cities of Hiroshima and t!agasaki reported
to the United flations that the Radiation Effects Resqrch Foundation, formerly
the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission, had found no decinitive proof that genetic
effects of atomic radiation had appeared in the offspring of the atomic bomb
surivors some thirty years after the holocaust. Said the cities report: There
is the possibility of genetic mutations being induced in the children of atomic
bomb survivors by the atomic bomb radiation. The induced mutations appear
additively to the spontaneous mutations every human being has the possibility
of developing . . . Extensive and accurate studies and researches will be re-
quired hereafter.11 -

In June of 1979, the Interagency Task Force on the Health Effects of
Ionizing Radiation, Work Group on Science, reported "For reasons already
discussed, very little direct information exists concerning human genetic ef-
fects following irradiation, although extensive experimental work with short-
lived species has provided an indirect means for projecting human risks."12
This is in general agreement with the 1972 BEIR state"'ent: "Fcr genetic effects
of radiation, we have no direct evidence of human e' M, even at high doses.
Nevertheless, the animal evidence is rp overwhelming .c we have no doubt that
humans are affected in much the same @ y."13

In 1979, the BEIR Committee amplified the earlier warning by flatly conclud-
ing: "In contrast with induced somatic effects, which occur only in the persons
exposed, induced genetic disorders occur in descendants of exposed persons and
can often be transmitted to many future generations."14 (Summary and Conclusions
at p. 8)

It is therefore appropriate that the NRC should assume, for the
same reasons that it assumes an ab,sence of threshold, that genetic effects
will occur in later human populations from individual exposures in the present
era. Radiation protection philosophy:.should be. based upon this assumption.

Principles

Corollaries which can be derived from the assumptions the NRC has made
include the positive net benefit principle (#1) and an ALARA principle (#2),
but an appropriate circumstance rule (#3) and an informed consent rule (#4)
are deficient as stated in the NRC staff proposal.

Appropriate Circumstances

-What are the appropriate circumstances for an individual to exceed selec-
ted limits? Certainly the Army shot commanders thought the circumstances were
appropriate at the Nevada Test Site in the mid-1950's. Who decides on the occa-
sion? The proposed rule is best edited to read: "The dose-equivalent to indi-
viduals shall not exceed the set limits." Emergency or life-threatening circum-
stances can be more closely define ~d and specifically exempted in the text of
the regulations.

-5-
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Informed Consent
?
'l ps occupationally exposed to radiation should be fully informed,

ra- j tential risks of that exposure. So much for the somatic effects
9 < .ker population. However, the concept of informed consent can extend
:orted {rastheexposedgeneration,andthereforedoesnotaddressthe
ormerly spact. Because this is a knotty ethical issue which goes to the heart
: genetic itroversy over radiation technologies, considerable care will be taken
: bomb this point.

There -

'f atomic i III. GENETIC IMPERATIVES
|-23r

-bility ne adheres to the ethical reasoning behind the concept of informed
De re- and one extends the standards for the protection of the present

n to include at least equal or greater degrees of care to the well-
3f future people, then one must also require informed consent by future
/ , in the alternative, eliminate the potential for future harm.
ic ef- '

short- -iomedical experimentation, informed consent is already a requirement
12 'ederal insitutions are obligated to obtcin written, informed consent"

effccts they propose tc place any subject at risk. Exculpatory clauses are
doses. i.15
bt that I

; principle derives from the history of human rights law and was
illy codified to apply to the United States under international law

conclud- iremberg Tribunal. Under the terms of existing treaties and obligations
oersons lational law, the United States is forbidden to experiment on living
as and ings in any way without first obtaining their informed consent. Under.
nelusions ed States Constitution, the prohibition on human experimentation may

ven farther, since some natural rights--such as life and liberty--are
o be God-given and " unalienable", beyond even the capacity of mere
o consentually surrender.16

:s .

'esent ording to the 1972 BEIR Report, 943 dominant and 783 recessive diseases |
aused by radiation-induced mutations. According to the BEIR Committee, |

'

.

ctrum of radiation-caused genetic disease is almost as wide as the
i from all other causes."17 The BEIR Committee reported that the genetic
nt from radiation exposures in the present era may only be removed by
;inctions--the genetic deaths or non-reproductive lives of individuals

2), y the mutations. Said the 1972 report:
.;)

"A genetic death may be the death of an embryo so early that;

;one ever knows about it, or it may simply be the failure to
produce. On the other hand, it may be a lingering, painful death in
lf y adult life that causes great distress to the person and his

lec- tire family."18
|3re

;cca- at the genetic issue is in the nature of a massive human experi-
di- the BEIR Report left no doubt:
:um-

:# "There is inger that the previous sections, by concentrating
fy on fairly well defined genetically-associated diseases, have
alt with only the exposed part of the iceberg. What about the
'st of human illness? It, too, has some degree of genetic determination."

-6-
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"We remind all those who use our estimates as a basis for*

policy decisions that these estimates are an attempt to take 'nto
ationi account only know, tangible effects of radiation, and that there
risks; may well be intangible effects in addition whose cumuluative impact
latiq may be appreciable, although not novel."19
expot An individual worker may consent to an exposure to radiation, assumingcausei
over; that he understands the risks involved and considers the risks outweighed by

I other factors.-It the worker then has a child, however, the child will also
int.! bear the risk of the exposure. The child did not consent to bear that risk. If

| the worker has two children,'and each of those children marries and has two
j children, who marry and have two children, and so on, the bearers of the genetic

risk multiply. By the tenth generation there are 2,048 bearers of the risk. By6 to t
etend, the twentieth generation there are 2,097,152 bearers. Current BEIR estimates,
;de at which are admittedly incomplete, suggest that for 500,000 persons occupationally

there will be 1,200 to 30,000 excess
exposed to 1 rem per year for 20 years, live births in their offspring. If onespje

[lterr human hereditary disorders per million
' assumes no intermarriage with like-damaged individuals, in ten generations the

hypothetical half-million worker population used in this example would procreate.exoer
Eituti 614,000 to 15,360,000 living children with hereditary disorders and 46,080 recog-

nized miscarriages as a result of the parent generation exposure.20Ose tc

Do those children have a birthright which is inalienable?
t-deri

v.N. chartered to
" The United Nations Charter is the first international instrument in
t

Ea
recent times that has attempted to define and preserve natural rights. The
charter is both the constitution of the United Nations and is also a mult-ans i lateral treaty to which all U.N. member states--including the U.S.--are

.' sin parties. The preamble and seven of the 111 articles of the U.N. Charter deal" with human rights.21 (Art. 1, 13, 55, 56, 62, 68, 76) fiost important are the
commands to states-parties in Articles 55 and 56 to actively promote human rights.
This obligation is legally bindincj under international law because it is em-,g 19 bodied-in a treaty--the U.N. Charter--which the member states have ratified.

fatib Therefore no U.N. member-state may validly assert that it is free, as a matter
.}dati of international law, to violate fundamental human rights.

er i

* This was historically an important departure for U.S. policy, as well as
'io n ' '' for the foreign policy of many other countries. Prior to 1945, the human rights

of domiciliaries were deemed under international law to be within the domestic
deat) jurisdiction of the state. This meant that, with minor exceptions, nations did

not have_an international legal obligation to respect human rights of residentsws al
Qe ci within their borders and could not be called to account by an international body
J or by other nations for violating such rights.
e tN
18

| Opponents of this new foreign policy went so far as to introduce a
proposed amendment to the U.S. Constitution which, if adopted, would have

; $| ensured, among other things, that no international human rights treaty con- '
._

' t 1;
cluded by the U.S. could override inconsistent state or federal laws unless ani

Act of Congress.so provided. President Dwight Eisenhower obtained the defeat of
mNe|f the proposal in Congress by renouncing United States participation in the inter-
+5e) . national . human rights instruments which the U.S.--anong a small number of for-

' be! ward-looking countries--had.been so influencial in securing.
'-7-
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II -Butifo11owing the defeat of the amendment,-Presidents Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon,
l. and. Carter reversed the policy of the Eisenhower Administration and. declared-

j U.S. adherence to' international human rights conventions as a matter of official
fJ policy.

patfonq
ris'ksr The U.N. Charter does:not contain a human rights definition or a list of

alatfoi- " human. rights and-fundamental freedoms." The human rights provisions of the
e:expoi Chartercare " elastic" clauses in the sense that they apply to whatever spe-
scausej cific rights and freedoms the U.N. defines through subsequent action and mea-
tover! sures. The U.N. Charter is' specific, however, in proclaiming the principle
>1nt,y of. non-discrimination in the enjoyment of " human rights and fundamental

! freedoms."
.|.

-

Among the international instruments to which one must look to determine*

5 to t- - what specific rights are now incorporated within the meaning of the Charter are
tends -the universal Declaration of Human Rights, the two znternational covenants on

:de at Human aights, the cenocide convention, the International convention on the
~

,ple,:' Elimination of A11 Forms of Racial Discrimination, and otner muitiiateral^

1: err treaties, such as the Helsinki Agreement, the Teheran Proclamation, and the
American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man.

4XDer
ituti .The Universal Declaration
:e tc The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted unanimously by the

~ U.N. General Assembly on December 10, 1948. As a statement of principle of human
aspirations,-the Universal Declaration ranks with the Magna Carta, the French

3FI Declaration of the Rights of Man, the American Declaration of Independence, and
y to the U.S.' Bill of Rights. The Universal Declaration deserves to be compared with
ana - these documents, if only because it is the first comprehensive codification of

th
''.37

internationally recognized human rights. Yet the mark of the preceeding milestones

|s ti
is unmistakeable:

c

n "All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights."

L'' s "Everyone has the-right t'o life, liberty, and the security of the person."

:$ "Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere as a person before
I the law."'

j:t

<?. "Everyone.is entitled to a social and international order in which

] the' rights and freedoms set forth in this declaration can be fully realized."
b. .

'

i= 2Among the economic, social, and cultural rights proclaimed by the declaration,
,r Article 22 incl ! des:
!f
?r .

"Everyone, as a member of society. . . is entitled to realization,

through national' effort.and international cooperation and in accordance
~

,

with the organization and resources of each State, of the economic,
,

social, 'and cultural rights indispensible for his dignity. . . ."!

.

[i But perhaps -the most important provision of political rights conferred
by the Universal Declaration is the clause in Article 21, which proclaims:

; '!The will .of the people shall be the basis of the authority of
government.",

j' o -8- j
'

!
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It is the free will of individuals, a natural right of birth, which grants-

j governments their powers and duties. Any action which limits the free will birth-
right, of either present or future peoples, is therefore an infringement on the,

| human rights securer by the Universal Declaration.

" The Declaration recognizes that the rights it proclaims are not absolute

'la ti0'
but permits nations to limit the exercise of fundamental rights only where the!

sole purpose of the limitation is to secure recognition and respect for the
8*P I rights and freedoms of others (such as imprisonment for offenses) and of meging'U" "the just requirements of morality, public order, and the general welfare."gye

nt. | Over the years there has been considerable debate among international lawyers
and jurists about the legal force of the Universal Declaration. Since it is not-

a treaty and was adopted in the form of a non-binding resolution of the U.N.
General Assembly, some governments and lawyers have contended that it hasto I no legal force. Others have argued that the Universal Declaration is an auth-

, ends -oritative interpretation or definition by the U.N. member states of the( at7 " human rights and fundamental freedoms" which, under the Charter, member states
18' are under a legal obligation to promote. The latter view has, over the years,
#' gained wide acc3ptance among international lawyers and, in theory at least,

among a majority of governments. Among numerous official statements substantiating
f*i this conclusion are the Proclamation of Teheran and the Helsinki Agreement. The'

.u t Proclamation was adopted at the United Nations International Conference on
. tc
3

Human Rights which met in Teheran, Iran, in 1968 and was attended by 100 nations.
The Proclamation declares:

$I "the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states a common understanding
0 of the peoples of the world concerning the inalienable and inviolable

Q,a rights of all members of the human family and constitutes an obligation
for the members of the international community."-y,

"9 This Proclamation has been repeatedly reaffirmed in and by the United Nations.24
* The United States most recently reaffirmed its support through the Agreement which

3 it made at Helsinki, Finland, in 1975, with 34 other nations. Article VII of the
.
* Helsinki Agreement provides:

3 "The participating States will act in conformity with the purposes
: and principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. They will

also fulfill their obligations as set fortn in the international declarations
and agreements in this field. . . ."

:(
'

The International Covenants on Human Rights

D The Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and the Covenant on
* Political and Civil Rights were formally adopted by the U.N. General Assembly

in December, 1966, eighteen years after the U.N. began to draft'these treaties.
;, Another decade passed before thirty-five states (the number required to bring

both Covenants into force) ratified th adoption. The International Covenants"

were entered into force in early 1976.g5!.t

Both Covenants have a number of common substantive provisions. Three of
..

; these deal'with what might -be called " group" or " collective" rights as distinguished
from individual rights. Article 1 of both Covenants proclaims that "all peoples'

have the right of self-determination." Both Covenants bar discrimination on the
basis of race, color, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, or bir,th.

-9-
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The Genocide Convention>-

f
I.

The U.N. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of
GenocidegasadoptedbytheGeneralAssemblyin1948andenteredintoforce

,| in 1951. It has been ratified by approximately 80. countries. The brutal
32fohi

policies of Nazi GerTnany were the primary reason the Convention was adopted.
isks The Convention defines genocide as "any of the following acts committed with

J atici intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a . . . group as such" including
deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bringexpo,

:3use! ' about its physical destruction in whole or part. The Genocide Convention leaves
punishment of offenders to' national courts.over

ht.
The Nurenberg Principles

The Nuremberg Principles are those general maxims of international law
which were derived during the prosecution of Nazi war criminals after World

to 1 % .I. The Principles were subsequently formulated by an International Law
ends Commission in June of 1950 at the request of the United Nations and ratified
y at asinternationalggalrequirementsbytheUnitedNationsinGeneralAssembly
e. Resolution 95(I). The Principles define murder, extermination, involuntary

: err experimentation, enslavement, and other inhuman acts done against any civilian
population as " crimes against humanity." Complicity in the commission of

aer a crime against humanity is made a crime under international law. The fact
>t1 that internal law does not impose a penalty for an act which constitutes
tc an international crime, or the fact that the person committing the act serves

as a responsible government authority or acts under the orders of a superior,
does not relieve the actor of responsibility under international law, provided

'i a moral choice was possible to him.
,

:: Under these principles, not only might atomic workers who consented to
'| harm their posterity be liable to prosecution for crimes against humanity, but

the government officials who acquiesce in the human experiment might also
;j become liable to imprisonment or execution.

[ IV. CONC,LUSION

a Informed Consent Revisited

Persons occupationally exposed to radiation should be fully informed of the
potential risks of that exposure. However, since some individuals are of child-
bearing ability and since radiation exposures can be expected to result in latent
effects in future generations, the informed consent of the forebearer does not
adequately protect the birthrights of his posterity. Prospective future members
of society have human rights which must be protected. Therefore when occupational
exposures are likely to result, an age or sterility restriction should be a
prerequisite as well as the informed consent of the persons exposed and compensation
for somatic injury.

Additions to the proposed priciples authored by the NRC staff should include:

(5) No person who consents to occupational exposure to radiation should be
permitted to pass potential damage to future generations who cannot consent
to bear that risk.
(6) No man-made or man-concentrated radiation should be imposed upon any member
of the public without their informed consent. Because of the inability to obtain
the ccnsent of future generations and because of the potential for latent genetic
damage,.all exposures to fertile or pre-fertile persons or the general population
should be avoided. ,

-10-
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(7) When accidental, non-consentual exposures to the general public occur,-

every effort must be made to minimize the risk that harm will occur to those
who have not consented to bear the damage, -including future generations.

{ While consideration of special groups having' greater sensitivity is
important in reducing occupational risks, fertile men, pre-fertile men andt

women (children), and pregnant women should not be excluded. There is also
substantial evidence that genetic screening of the type suggested by Bross,
et al.28 would be well advised for occupationally exposed groups.

Standards for the General Public

It follows from the foregoing discussion of genetic effects and human
rights that it should not be permissible for persons in this generation to
consent to radiation exposures which will almost certainly damage later .

generations. Consequently in a virile, fertile, general population which
can be expected to continue reproduction, much of the proposed rule does
not provide the degree of protection which is really morally required.

Numerical dose limits, ALARA,-derived standards, release of contaminated
materials for unrestricted use, and unrestricted burial of radwastes or non-
radwaste classified radioactive materials are inappropriate. Siting considerations
are appropriate insofar as they further the goal of avoiding exposures to the
public. Emergency dose levels are appropriate insofar as they mitigate accidental
exposures to the general public. But planned exposures are a violation of
human, constitutional, and natural rights.

For a more thorough-going statement of the underlying philosophy of these
obligations discussed here, an earlier comment on the EPA proposed risk-assessment
criteria, Radwaste and Freewill, Government's Dilemma, is enclosed. Reference-
is also given to R. Webb, The Accident nazards of Nuclear Power Plants, Chapter
13, 'Who Should Decide' (University of Mass. Press, Amhearst,1976), and J.W. Gofman's
excel 1ent treatise, an Irreverant, Illustrated View of Nuclear Power (Comm. for
Nuclear Responsibility, San Francisco, 1979).

.

Respectfully submitted this 16th day of June, 1980

8Mi- $h
Albert Bates
Ethos Research Group

. . -
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